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As of this writing, a deal is being made between the United States (US) executive and legislative branches to authorize paying the US estimate of its United Nations arrears. In return for this authorization, there will be a legal ban on US funding for international organizations that promote abortion rights and constraints on funding for international organizations that advocate family planning activities. This deal has been attacked as the linking of two completely independent policy areas and as a loss of freedom for women (especially as to abortion.) Both attacks can be appropriately countered.

The linking of independent policies in legislation is an old one practiced by representatives of virtually all political persuasions. Attacks are hypocritically made on such linking by the unpersuaded against the persuaded. When the persuaded and the unpersuaded both assert the supreme import of respectively linking or delinking independent policies, political battle ensues often with a resulting compromise in which both sides can declare victory. There is nothing new here except, perhaps, new degrees of sanctimony.

Certainly there is a loss of freedom for women. To a lesser extent, this also is a loss of freedom for men. Is this worth erecting impediments to abortions and to non-abortion related family planning? All of the most freedom-loving of the representative democracies-let alone the lesser lights-allow losses of freedom as means and/or ends of public policy. Moreover, the notion that impeding abortion is a matter of loss of women's freedom and not a matter of loss of life (of the unborn) is at least debatable. In fact, a more intellectually tenable position for pro-abortion forces is to admit that abortion entails the loss of life and to then argue that certain public policies should allow such loss. (Here, the mere convenience for a women might seem highly suspect.)